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ONBOARD EXPERIMENTS ON WEATHER VANING DYNAMIC POSITIONING/TRACKING AND AUTOMATIC BERTHING
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Abstract. In this study, a simple dynamic positioning (DP) system called "Weather Vaning DP system" has been developed. This DP system uses only the controllable pitch propeller of the main engine and bow thruster to position the reference point on a ship at the specified point on the earth. Onboard experiments on the weather vaning DP system were carried out using the training ship Shioji Maru of the Tokyo University of Mercantile Marine. These experiments verified an extremely high performance of the weather vaning DP system. Experiments to pursue a specified point moving on various predetermined tracks were also carried out, and it was found that the control algorithm of the weather vaning DP was applicable to automatic tracking. Furthermore, experiments on automatic berthing were performed by applying the control method of automatic tracking.

Key Words. Onboard experiments, weather vaning dynamic positioning, PID feedback control, wind feedforward control, automatic tracking, automatic berthing

1. INTRODUCTION

The term Dynamic Positioning (DP) means automatic positioning of the Reference Point (RP) on a ship at the Specified Point (SP) on the earth. DP is an indispensable technique for oil drilling in submarine oil fields, laying submarine cables, and sea bottom surveys using underwater robots. In many cases, the conventional control system of DP employs bow thruster (B/T) and stern thruster (S/T), in addition to the main engine-driven controllable pitch propeller (CPP) to position RP, and simultaneously carries out heading-keeping. Such a system involves a complex algorithm, and heading-keeping often becomes impossible when there are strong winds and tidal streams.

In response, a new control system has been developed, which carries out dynamic positioning only with CPP and B/T in the absence of heading-keeping [1], [2]. This control system enables dynamic positioning of RP with a small thrust force, because the heading of a ship naturally coincides with the direction of the wind or the tidal stream. (This control system is called "Weather Vaning DP"). By carrying out onboard experiments with the training ship "Shioji Maru" of the Tokyo University of Mercantile Marine, equipped with an RTK-GPS positioning system, the effectiveness of the newly developed system was assessed.

For sea bottom exploitation using submarine robots and submersible vehicles, it is necessary that the surface support ship should be capable of accurately tracking the underwater vehicles. In this specific connection, experiments were also carried out by moving SP on various predetermined tracks such as a straight line, square, circle, etc. at a low speed and having RP automatically track it to assess system performance.

Furthermore, experiments on automatic berthing were performed by applying the control method of automatic tracking. In automatic berthing, RP tracked SP which was moved on a straight line to the berthing point with gradually decreasing speed. The ship's heading was kept constant using S/T controlled independently of CPP and B/T. When SP
approached the berthing point, the ship was turned to
the direction parallel to the berth with S/T.

2. WEATHER VANING DYNAMIC
POSITIONING SYSTEM

The control system of the Weather Vaning DP
combines feedback control relying on data
representing the displacement of RP from SP and
feedforward control relying on data representing the
external forces acting on the ship's hull. Calculations
of displacements of RP from SP are carried out as
shown below.

\[
\begin{align*}
\varphi &= \varphi_1 - (x_1 \cos \vartheta + y_1 \sin \vartheta) / R_m(\varphi_1) \\
\lambda &= \lambda_1 - (x_1 \sin \vartheta - y_1 \cos \vartheta) / R_p(\varphi_1)
\end{align*}
\]

where

\[\begin{align*}
\vartheta &: \text{ship's heading} \\
R_m(\varphi_1) &: \text{radius of meridian of the earth at latitude } \varphi_1 \\
R_p(\varphi_1) &: \text{radius of parallel of the earth at latitude } \varphi_1
\end{align*}\]

Longitudinal distance \(\Delta x\) and transverse distance \(\Delta y\) between RP and SP can be obtained from
the following formulae. (\(\Delta x\) assumes a positive value
when SP is located forward of RP, while \(\Delta y\) assumes
a positive value when SP is on the port side of RP.)

\[
\begin{align*}
\Delta x &= (\lambda_0 - \lambda) R_p(\varphi_1) \cos \vartheta + (\varphi_0 - \varphi) R_m(\varphi_1) \sin \vartheta \\
\Delta y &= -(\lambda_0 - \lambda) R_p(\varphi_1) \sin \vartheta + (\varphi_0 - \varphi) R_m(\varphi_1) \cos \vartheta
\end{align*}
\]

The thrust force \(F_x\) of CPP and the thrust force \(F_y\) of
B/T required for Weather Vaning DP can be obtained
by the following formulae:

\[
\begin{align*}
F_x &= a_x \Delta x + b_x V_x + c_x \int_0^T \Delta x \, dt - R_x \\
F_y &= a_y \Delta y + b_y V_y + c_y \int_0^T \Delta y \, dt - R_y
\end{align*}
\]

where

\[\begin{align*}
V_x &= \frac{d \Delta x}{dt}, \quad V_y = \frac{d \Delta y}{dt} \\
T &: \text{time elapsed from commencement of DP} \\
R_x &: \text{longitudinal component of external force} \\
R_y &: \text{transverse component of external force}
\end{align*}\]

External forces acting on the ship's hull include wind
pressure, hydrodynamic force due to tidal streams (or
ocean currents), and drifting force due to waves. \(F_x\)
and \(R_x\) take positive values if they act on the ship to
move her forward, while \(F_y\) and \(R_y\) take positive
values if they act on the ship to move her towards the
port side. (See Fig.1.) Coefficients \(a_x\) and \(a_y\) are
feedback gains for proportional control, and coefficients
\(b_x\) and \(b_y\) are feedback gains for differential control, and coefficients \(c_x\) and \(c_y\) are
feedback gains for integral control.

With this control system, the center of effort of
external forces such as winds and tidal streams must
coincide with the position of B/T in a state of
equilibrium. For example, we consider a case in
which RP and SP are coincident, and the center of
effort of external force is deviated aft from the
position of B/T. If the external force is divided into a
longitudinal component and a transverse component,
the longitudinal component can be set off by the thrust
force of CPP, but the transverse component produces a
moment around the center of gravity due to the thrust
force of B/T, which is located on the forward side,
equal in magnitude and opposite in direction. As a
result, the bow turns in the direction in which B/T acts.
When the center of effort of external forces is at the
position of B/T, the moment due to transverse
component of external force and the moment due to
transverse thrust of B/T set off each other, thus RP can
be kept in the position. The center of effort of external
forces coincides with the position of B/T when the
ship receives winds, tidal streams or ocean currents
nearly from dead ahead, hence, RP can be retained
with the bow in the wind, tidal stream or ocean current.

3. DYNAMIC POSITIONING EXPERIMENTS

3.1. Outline of Experiments
Dynamic positioning experiments using Shioji Maru
were carried out in Tateyama Bay, the south end of
Tokyo Bay. The reference station of RTK-GPS was
located at Banda, near the SW end of Tateyama Bay,
and experiments were carried out in waters approximately two miles from Banda. The positioning accuracy of RTK-GPS used was 5-20 cm CEP.

It was difficult to predict the magnitude of hydrodynamic force due to tidal stream and drifting force due to waves acting on the Shioji Maru, hence, only the wind pressure was considered as the external force in the experiment. Wind pressures $R_x$ and $R_y$ acting on the Shioji Maru were calculated using the following formulae:

$$R_x = \frac{1}{2} \rho C_x A_T V_A^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

$$R_y = \frac{1}{2} \rho C_y A_L V_A^2$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

where

- $\rho$: density of air (0.124 kg·sec$^{-2}$/m$^2$)
- $V_A$: apparent wind speed (m/sec)
- $A_T$: transverse projected area of the above-water part (79.2 m$^2$)
- $A_L$: lateral projected area of the above-water part (246.3 m$^2$)
- $C_x$: fore and aft wind force coefficient
- $C_y$: lateral wind force coefficient

$C_x$ and $C_y$ were measured with a 1.085 m long model of the Shioji Maru in a wind tunnel. Fig.2 shows the measurements of $C_x$ and $C_y$.

3.2. Effects of PID Feedback Gains on Dynamic Positioning Performance

On March 7, 2000, the effects of PID feedback gains on dynamic positioning performance were investigated. Fig.3.(a) and Fig.3.(b) show the results of DP experiment with high PD feedback gains ($a_x = a_y = 240$ kg/m, $b_x = -6000$ kg/(m/s), $b_y = -2100$ kg/(m/s), $c_x = c_y = 0.5$ kg/(m·s)) and DP experiment with low PD feedback gains ($a_x = a_y = 60$ kg/m, $b_x = -1000$ kg/(m/s), $b_y = -600$ kg/(m/s), $c_x = c_y = 0.5$ kg/(m·s)), respectively. In Fig.3, the contours of the hull of Shioji Maru are plotted every 10 seconds for the nine-minute period from the third minute to the 12th minute from the commencement of the experiment. In both experiments, the RP was placed at the bow and the WFF (Wind Feed Forward) control was also applied. Mean wind speeds during the experiments were 12.8 m/s for high PD gains and 13.6 m/s for low PD gains. It can be seen from Fig.3 that an extremely stable DP was available for high PD gains, whereas longitudinal and transverse movements of the ship were significant for low PD gains.

During the experiments, the position of the ship was fixed by RTK-GPS at regular intervals of one second, and CPP and B/T were controlled according to formulae (5) and (6) respectively. In these attempts, second-to-second displacements $\Delta x$ and $\Delta y$ of RP from SP were used without filtering them. For speeds $V_x$ and $V_y$ of RP, apparent wind speed $V_A$ and apparent wind direction from bow (this was used to obtain $c_x$ and $c_y$), mean values of past 5 seconds were used because their variations were excessive.
Fig. 4 shows the natural drifting motions of the ship plotted every 10 seconds under high PD gain control when control was terminated 12 minutes after starting the experiment. The Shioji Maru assumed the position right abeam the wind and drifted leewards at a speed of approximately 1.5 knots.

The standard deviations of displacement $\Delta x$ and $\Delta y$ in the experiment with high PD gains were 0.6 m and 0.8 m, and they were 4.5 m and 3.2 m in the experiment with low PD gains. The standard deviations of required thrust $F_x$ and $F_y$ with high PD gains were almost the same as those with low PD gains. From these experiments, it can be seen that DP system with high PD gains was more stable than that with low PD gains.

The DP experiments with higher PD gains were also carried out, and it was found that DP system having $a_x$ (proportional feedback gain for longitudinal direction) higher than 500 kg/m became always unstable, i.e. large oscillating motions in longitudinal direction occurred by the large changes of CPP pitch angle from full ahead (astern) to full astern (ahead). Concerning the integral feedback gain, DP system having high integral gain with low PD gains for the longitudinal direction became unstable, i.e. longitudinal movements of the ship gradually increased. To determine the optimum combination of PID feedback gains, comprehensive simulations based on the accurate mathematical model of the ship's motions should be performed.

3.3. Effectiveness of Wind Feedforward Control

In December 1998, onboard experiments to assess the effectiveness of WFF control, i.e. feedforward control against wind pressure, were carried out with low PD feedback gains. From those experiments, it was found that WFF control, which computed wind pressures acting the ship's hull and created a thrust force to cancel out such wind pressures, was highly effective in damping transverse hull movements in strong winds [2].

On March 9, 2000, experiments to assess the effectiveness of WFF control with high PD feedback gains ($a_x = a_y = 360$ kg/m, $b_x = -10000$ kg/(m/s), $b_y = -3300$ kg/(m/s), $c_x = c_y = 1.0$ kg/(m $\cdot$ s)) were performed in very strong wind. Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b) show the results of DP experiment using PID plus WFF control and DP experiment using PID control alone, respectively. In Fig. 6, the contours of ship's hull are plotted every 10 seconds for the nine-minute period from the third minute to the 12th minute from the commencement of the experiment. In both experiments, the RP was placed at the bow.

Mean wind speeds during the experiments were 13.6 m/s when WFF control was added, and 15.2 m/s when PID control alone was exercised. These wind speeds were in the proximity of the critical limits under which control by B/T was possible. It can be seen from Fig. 6 that a very stable DP was performed when WFF control was added. Conversely, in the case of PID control alone, longitudinal movements of the ship became considerably large.
Fig.6.(a) Ship's contour plots (PID plus WFF control).

Fig.6.(b) Ship's contour plots (PID control alone).

Fig.7.(a) shows time series data of displacements $\Delta x$, $\Delta y$ of RP from SP plotted during experiment with PID plus WFF control, and Fig.7.(b) shows those during experiment with PID control alone. It is found from Fig.7 that longitudinal displacements $\Delta x$ were confined within $\pm 1$ m when WFF control was added, but they immediately increased and started oscillating motions with the amplitude of about 10 m when PID control alone was exercised. These longitudinal oscillating motions were caused by the large variations of CPP pitch angle from full ahead (astern) to full astern (ahead). Hence it can be said that when using high PD feedback gains in strong winds, WFF control is very effective to suppress the longitudinal self-oscillating motions.

3.4. Effects of the Position of RP Onboard the Ship upon Control Stability

To assess the effects of the position of RP onboard the ship upon the stability of DP, experiments were carried out locating RP at L/2 forward of the bow, midship, L/4 aft of midship, and the bow. (L is the overall length of the Shioji Maru; 49.93 m.) B/T of the Shioji Maru is located at 0.15L aft of the bow. In all the four experiments, PID control coupled with WFF control were applied. The experiments with RP located at L/2 forward of the bow and midship were carried out on January 26, 2000 in very weak winds (1-2 m/s), and those with RP located at L/4 aft of midship and the bow were carried out on March 8, 2000 in moderate winds (5-7 m/s).

On January 26, PID feedback gains were set to ($a_x = a_y = 120$ kg/m, $b_x = -3000$ kg/(m/s), $b_y = -1200$ kg/(m/s), $c_x = c_y = 0.1$ kg/(m·s)). On March 8, they were set to ($a_x = a_y = 240$ kg/m, $b_x = -6000$ kg/(m/s), $b_y = -2100$ kg/(m/s), $c_x = c_y = 0.5$ kg/(m·s)) for the experiment with RP located at L/4 aft of midship and ($a_x = a_y = 300$ kg/m, $b_x = -8000$ kg/(m/s), $b_y = -2700$ kg/(m/s), $c_x = c_y = 0.5$ kg/(m·s)) for the experiment with RP located at the bow.

For the period of nine minutes from the third minute to the 12th minute after starting the experiments, movements of the Shioji Maru were plotted every 10 seconds and shown in Fig.8.(a) (RP at L/2 forward of the bow), Fig.8.(b) (RP amidships), Fig.8.(c) (RP L/4 aft of the midship), and Fig.8.(d) (RP at the bow), respectively. From Fig.8.(b), it can be seen that when RP was placed amidships, DP was considerably unstable with large yawing motions. From Fig.8.(c), it can be seen that when RP was placed L/4 aft of the midship, DP was completely impossible with continuous turning motions.

From Fig.8.(a) and Fig.8.(d), it can be seen that when RP was located at L/2 forward of the bow and at the bow, very stable DP could be achieved. The case of DP available with RP placed forward of the bow as shown in Fig.8.(a) may be utilized for a tanker whose bow is retained with a specified distance from a single-point mooring buoy and cargo oil is discharged.
ashore through a pipeline led from the buoy.

![Fig.8(a) Ship's contour plots (RP: L/2 forward of bow).](image)

PID + WFF Control
Ref. Point : 1/2 Forward of Bow

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Direction</th>
<th>Speed</th>
<th>Mean Wind</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Mean wind**

**Dir.**: 165 deg.  
**Speed**: 1.1 m/s

Fig.8(a) Ship's contour plots (RP: L/2 forward of bow).

![Fig.8(b) Ship's contour plots (RP: midship).](image)

PID + WFF Control
Ref. Point : Midship

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Direction</th>
<th>Speed</th>
<th>Mean Wind</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Mean wind**

**Dir.**: 23 deg.  
**Speed**: 1.7 m/s

Fig.8(b) Ship's contour plots (RP: midship).

![Fig.8(c) Ship's contour plots (RP: L/4 aft of midship).](image)

PID + WFF Control
Ref. Point : 1/4 Aft of Midship

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Direction</th>
<th>Speed</th>
<th>Mean Wind</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:16:35 - 10:21:45 JST</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>5.2 m/s</td>
<td>227 deg.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mean wind**

**Dir.**: 227 deg.  
**Speed**: 5.2 m/s

Fig.8(c) Ship's contour plots (RP: L/4 aft of midship).

![Fig.8(d) Ship's contour plots (RP: bow).](image)

PID + WFF Control
Ref. Point : Bow

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Direction</th>
<th>Speed</th>
<th>Mean Wind</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:25:18 - 10:34:18 JST</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>1.0 m/s</td>
<td>225 deg.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Mean wind**

**Dir.**: 225 deg.  
**Speed**: 1.0 m/s

Fig.8(d) Ship's contour plots (RP: bow)

Generally, Weather Vaning DP controlling the transverse motions of a ship only with B/T, control stability degrades as RP moves from the position of B/T towards the stern. When a ship turns using B/T, the pivoting point is located slightly aft of the center of gravity of the ship's hull. When RP is placed in the proximity of the center of gravity, RP does not move to any appreciable extent even if B/T is operated so that RP might come closer to SP. When RP is placed aft of the pivoting point, RP departs from SP if B/T is operated with resultant control inability as shown in Fig.8(c). It is, therefore, desirable to place RP as close as possible to the proximity of the bow. When RP is placed forward of B/T, RP comes closer to SP at a transverse speed greater than that of B/T, and hence no control problems arise.

4. AUTOMATIC TRACKING EXPERIMENTS

4.1. Outline of Experiments
The automatic tracking experiments of the Shioji Maru were also carried out in Tateyama Bay. The positioning system used was the aforementioned RTK-GPS. As in the experiments with Weather Vaning DP, the required thrust for CPP was calculated using formula (5), and that for B/T formula (6). In all experiments, the position of RP was fixed at the bow and WFF control was applied. Shown here are the results of the automatic tracking experiments with SP moving along a straight line carried out on January 28 and February 2, and those with SP moving along a circle carried out on March 8.

4.2. Automatic Tracking Experiments with SP Moving along a Straight Line
Automatic tracking experiments were carried out with SP moving along a straight line of 300 m at a speed of 1 knot. SP was moved westwards on January 28 and southwards on February 2, and the ship tracked SP receiving the winds of about 9 m/s blowing from the north. The PID gains used in both experiments were $a = a_r = 120 \text{ kg/m}, b_z = -3000 \text{ kg/(m/s)}, b_r = -1200 \text{ kg/(m/s)}, c_z = c_r = 1.0 \text{ kg/(m\cdot s)}$.

Fig.9(a) and Fig.9(b) show the positions of SP (marked by the circles) and the contours of the hull of Shioji Maru plotted every 30 seconds from the start of the experiment on January 28 and February 2, respectively. To help view the positional relationships between RP and SP, they are connected with straight lines in the figures. It may be seen from Fig.8 that the distance between SP and RP slightly increases just after the start of experiment, but RP soon catches up with SP.

In Fig.9(a), when the ship proceeds true west, after tracking has reached a steady state, she makes a large drift retaining her heading direction approximately 50 degrees in the wind. On the other hand, when the ship steams true south in Fig.9(b), the ship's bow points approximately to the east receiving the beam winds.
5. AUTOMATIC BERTHING EXPERIMENTS

5.1. Outline of Experiments

The automatic berthing experiments of the Shioji Maru were also performed in Tateyama Bay, using RTK-GPS as a positioning system. RP was placed at the bow and tracked SP moving along a straight line to the berthing point (i.e. the stopping point in front of a virtual berth) with gradually decreasing speed. As in the experiments of automatic tracking, the required thrust for CPP was calculated by formula (5), and that for B/T formula (6).

From the start of the experiment, the ship's heading was kept constant, i.e. parallel to the planned straight line, using S/T controlled independently of CPP and B/T. When SP approached the berthing point, the ship was turned to the direction parallel to the virtual berth with S/T. The required thrust $F_s$ for water-jet S/T of the Shioji Maru was determined by the following formula: $F_s$ takes positive value when it turns the ship clockwise.

$$F_s = a_n \Delta \theta + b_n (d\Delta \theta/dt)$$

where

$\Delta \theta$: deviation from the planned ship's heading
$a_n$: feedback gain for proportional control
$b_n$: feedback gain for differential control

5.2. Automatic Berthing Experiments

Automatic berthing experiments were carried out on January 23, 2001 with SP moving along a straight line of 400 m connecting the starting point and the berthing point. The initial speed of SP was set to 6 knots, and it was decreased linearly after the distance between SP and the berthing point became 300 m. When the distance between SP and the berthing point became 90 m, the planned ship's heading was changed to the direction parallel to the virtual berth and the ship was turned with S/T. PID feedback gains of CPP and B/T were set to $(a_n = a_1 = 240 \text{ kg/m}, b_n = -6000 \text{ kgf/(m/s)}, b_1 = -2100 \text{ kgf/(m/s)}, c_n = c_1 = 1.0 \text{ kgf/(m/s)})$, and WFF control was applied. PD feedback gains of S/T were set to $(a_s = -600 \text{ kg/deg}, b_s = -600 \text{ kgf/(deg/s)})$.

The results of automatic berthing experiments when the ship approached the virtual berth at the angles of 45° and 90° are shown in Fig.11.(a) and Fig.11.(b). In both figures, the positions of SP (marked by the black circles) and the contours of the hull of Shioji Maru are plotted every 20 seconds for eight minutes after starting the experiments; SP and RP are connected with straight lines. It can be seen from Fig.11 that during the period in which SP moved clockwise on the circle, RP tracked SP very accurately.
It is found from Fig.11 that the thrust of S/T hardly affects the performance of tracking SP. This is because when a ship is turned with S/T, the pivoting point is located slightly aft of the bow. Therefore if RP is placed at the bow, the movement of RP by the use of S/T is small and it is easy for CPP and B/T to maintain accurate tracking.

The experimental results for the Weather Vaning DP demonstrated the following.
(1) The Weather Vaning DP system stabilizes when the ship's bow is in the wind. As a result, highly accurate DP is available with a small thrust output of the bow thruster.
(2) High PD gains provided the Shioji Maru with better DP performance than low PD gains. However, extremely high PD gains caused the longitudinal self-oscillating motions of the ship.
(3) Wind feedforward control is very effective for damping transverse motions of the ship in strong winds when low PD gains are used. It is also effective to suppress the longitudinal self-oscillating motions in strong winds when high PD gains are used.
(4) As the position of RP on the ship's hull is moved from the bow thruster position towards the stern, DP becomes unstable. When the position of RP was placed L/4 aft of midship, the DP was completely impossible. Stable DP is also available even if RP is located forward of the bow.

In automatic tracking experiments relying upon Weather Vaning DP control methods, SP moving on a straight line and a circle could be accurately tracked, which verified that the control algorithm of the Weather Vaning DP was applicable to automatic tracking. In automatic berthing experiments based on the control algorithm of automatic tracking plus heading control with S/T, SP moving on a straight line to the berthing point could be accurately tracked and the ship's heading was successfully controlled.

Throughout the experiments, RTK-GPS was fully capable of supplying positional information at the high accuracy needed for dynamic positioning, automatic tracking and automatic berthing.

To upgrade the accuracy of the Weather Vaning DP system in the future, drifting force due to waves will be calculated, and by adding it to the wind pressure, new feedforward control method will be developed. It is planned for automatic tracking to carry out a variety of tracking experiments with SP moving along diverse routes at various speeds. Concerning the automatic berthing, various curved approaching routes will be planned and the ship will be guided along those routes to the berth.
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